Tensions in specifying computing curricula for K-12: Towards a principled approach for objectives

Abstract: In this article we examine key issues and tensions for developing and specifying Computing-related elements of curricula design, particularly the role of Computer Science in the curriculum. The article is based on a series of discussions and analyses of curriculum design across various countries with different approaches and traditions of Computing in the curriculum.
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1 Introduction

This article stems from a series of discussions since 2012 led by members of the “Task Force on Curriculum” of the Education Committee of the International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP). The Task Force was set up in response to concerns originating from many different countries about the Computing Curriculum for K-12 being in need of reform because Computer Science has been neglected [13, 26, 34]. In our early discussions we reached consensus regarding the following key ideas in relation to the Computing Curriculum [31, 32]:

1) Computer Science and digital literacy are complementary – both are needed in the school curriculum;
2) any curriculum specification needs room for flexibility in interpretation; and
3) the terminology in relation to Computing is important but complex and variable.

Crucially several areas of controversy were also identified and have remained contentious in subsequent discussions [30]. Key contentious issues are whether or not all students should study Computer Science, from what age and for which purpose: Digital Citizenship, creating informed consumers, developing professionals with Computing expertise and understanding of Computing to fulfil the needs of the Computing industry per se and for other industry and enterprises? Our aim in this article is to examine why these issues are contentious, how they have played out in curriculum design across different countries, what were the considerations and/or tensions involved and how and to what extent they have been resolved. In this endeavour, this article draws on three main sources: 1) outcomes of the Task Force discussions; 2) analysis of literature on curriculum design, both in relation to Computing Education as well as general curriculum theory and 3) analysis of curriculum design considerations across different countries.

2 Background and terminology

It is now several years since the crisis in the curriculum for Computer Science was identified in many Western coun-
tries. Most have responded with curriculum initiatives, but the issues have by no means been fully resolved. For example, the UK government, during 2016, undertook an inquiry into digital skills in the UK resulting in a report entitled ‘Digital Skills Crisis’ [11]. This report identified a skills gap throughout education and training as well as in industry and business and identified considerable challenges for schools, teachers and teacher education in providing students with the digital skills needed now and for a future not yet imagined. In that report ‘digital skills’ referred to the broad range of skills needed to make use of digital technologies and the report referred to the importance of the revised UK’s Computing Curriculum as well as to the need to develop digital skills across the whole curriculum.

As mentioned earlier terminology is important and problematic. Therefore, in Figure 1 we present a diagram outlining Computing-related terms in relation to the school curriculum that we agreed on at EDUsummIT1 2015 [7, 32]. The figure illustrates that there is a curriculum subject based on an academic discipline and given various names in different countries and contexts, which in this article we will refer to as Computer Science. Other aspects of Computing, especially Computational Thinking, typically exist within this specialist subject but also across the whole curriculum where computational thinking can enhance traditional subjects [1]. In Figure 1 Computational Thinking is shown penetrating across the curriculum as a wavy block to indicate variability in its implementation and some uncertainty and its interpretation. Computational Thinking is an approach to problem solving conceived by Seymour Papert [20] and given prominence as a key element in curricula more recently by Jeanette Wing [35]. Computational Thinking involves analysing and solving problems and presenting solutions in such a way that they can be implemented on computers and therefore draws on fundamental concepts of Computer Science. The diagram illustrates the broad nature of the curriculum elements that are related specifically to Computer Science. Furthermore, analysis of global curricula and frameworks for the skills needed for participation in a digital world show a consensus regarding the importance of digital literacy but also include skills in the related aspects of communication, collaboration, problem solving, critical thinking, creativity and productivity [29]. Therefore, technological developments over the last approximately 50 years and the accelerating rate of change in the 21st Century have created a need for significant new areas of knowledge and skills that can lead to tensions when incorporating them into existing, often crowded, curricula.

In this article, we do not intend to discuss the content of Computer Science in depth but in order to consider rationale and objectives, it is necessary to indicate the nature of the discipline and the broad content area of Computer Science. A working definition of Computer Science as a curriculum subject reflecting recent consensus and current practice [7], is “the scientific and practical approach to computation and its applications and the systematic study of the feasibility, structure, expression, and mechanization of the methodical procedures (or algorithms) that underlie the acquisition, representation, processing, storage, communication of, and access to information” [33]. Analysis of several recent curriculum specifications [30] showed a consensus over the broad conceptual content of Computer Science curricula: programming/algorithms,

---

1 EDUsummIT is a biennial International Summit Meeting of educators, policymakers, practitioners, industry representatives and researchers who meet to analyse and make recommendations regarding current priorities in relation to IT and education.
3 Issue: Should all students study Computer Science?

As explained above the ability to create and produce with technologies provides individuals with power in society. Therefore, access to the “powerful knowledge” [37] of Computer Science is an issue of individual entitlement for students. Analysis of curriculum developments [14, 30] (See Table 1) showed that the importance given to this entitlement varied across countries. In the UK the Royal Society report emphasised entitlement and opportunity for all students [26], as does the change in the national curriculum for New Zealand that begins in 2018 [17]. Likewise, Poland and Slovakia emphasised the importance of opportunity and the goal of motivating all students to use computational thinking and to engage in solving problems as well as to prepare students to consider Computing and related fields as disciplines of their future study and professional career. Similarly, the Australian curriculum “Digital Technologies” rationale [2] emphasised entitlement as well as economic needs. While Australia, New Zealand, Poland, Slovakia and the UK have taken the firm view that Computer Science within the curriculum is for all, Israel has opted for a segregated model dependent on students’ capabilities. It is noteworthy however that in Israel, basic “Computing and technology literacy” incorporating computational thinking is an entitlement for all, based on the importance of developing problem-solving and analytical thinking skills. This “literacy” goes beyond the typical digital literacy that focuses only on using computers rather than problem-solving and computational thinking.

Thus, we see in these countries, curriculum developments emphasising both entitlement and economic considerations. It is likely that economic considerations are a major driver of curriculum developments in many....

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Israel</th>
<th>NZ</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Slovakia</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entitlement—who is the COMPUTER SCIENCE curriculum for?</td>
<td>New curriculum for all</td>
<td>All must learn Computer Science and technology literacy incorporating computational thinking</td>
<td>High school subject for seniors from 2011; all children in primary schools from 2018</td>
<td>High and middle school subject for 20 years. All from 7–11 and an advanced option from 8–12.</td>
<td>All from elementary school upwards</td>
<td>All from elementary school upwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting age for COMPUTER SCIENCE</td>
<td>From the first year of school (about 5 years old)</td>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>From 2018 from the first year of school</td>
<td>7 years old</td>
<td>8 years old</td>
<td>5 years old</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Entitlement and starting age for Computer Science across six countries [adapted and updated from 30].
countries, owing to a shortage and perceived increasing need for Computing expertise. In addition to the well-recognised importance of technological developments for economic prosperity [see for example 21], cyberattacks, especially the Ransomware incidents in 2017, have revealed the vulnerability of organisations that do not deploy sufficient expertise to manage the security of their systems.

If we set aside the entitlement issue then, as some have argued previously, economic priorities might be met by encouraging students, who have shown their capabilities in mathematics and other science subjects, to move into Computer Science at a later stage in education. However, there are significant arguments for starting Computer Science at a young age, as we shall discuss next.

4 Issue: What age to introduce students to Computer Science?

As many in the Computing profession have argued, programming is difficult, and it takes many years to learn [see 22, for a review]. While programming is only one element of Computer Science, it is generally regarded as essential in any introductory course. Furthermore, while Computing professionals do not necessarily write code themselves, they need to understand essentials of programming when making decisions about development and management of computer systems etc. Decisions about the early introduction of Computer Science in the UK and Poland were partly based on a view from school teachers and computer scientists in higher education that aspects of Computer Science, especially programming, require gradual acquisition and development over many years. There is also evidence that exposing students to key Computational Thinking concepts before 12 years old is not only possible but important for developing their self-efficacy, lack of which can disadvantage girls particularly and thus affect gender diversity in University courses and the IT industry [5]. Moreover, while developing Computational Thinking is not dependent on programming, the ability for students to evaluate their thinking by implementing and running a program is a powerful learning tool. Therefore Computational Thinking should be developed in Computer Science learning and applied across other curriculum subjects [7]. Furthermore, if learners are never introduced to Computer Science as a disciplinary area and to the knowledgebase and approaches that Computing academics and professionals use, then they are unlikely to be able to determine whether this discipline is for them, and this is widely regarded as a key factor in the lack of gender diversity in the Computing industry [6]. The age of introduction of Computer Science into the curriculum is therefore an entitlement and equity issue. In recent years the increased availability of programming environments and other applications and tools, including robots that can be easily programmed, designed to support young learners in learning programming has supported the introduction of Computer Science at a young age e.g. seven years old [5]. Thus, students can learn through hands-on experience and gradually begin to link theoretical concepts to their developing practical problem-solving capabilities. In this way curriculum design can overcome a major difficulty of reconciling theory and practice [23].

Thus far we have argued that there are economic, social and cultural rationale for the inclusion of Computer Science in the curriculum and that introducing all students to Computer Science from a young age, typically about 7–8 years old, is not only possible, with the resources now available, but is an entitlement and equity issue as well as being important for economic prosperity. However, as we indicated earlier, Computer Science is the academic discipline that we have argued is essential but is not the only aspect of new technological developments that must be considered when designing a curriculum. There are questions of “Digital Citizenship” and decisions about the overall balance of the curriculum in relation to Computing and the extent to which its purpose is to create Digital Citizens, informed consumers and/or Computing-enabled professionals and what the curriculum requirements of such purposes might be.

5 Issue: Digital Citizenship

While there is controversy about the extent to which all students need to study Computer Science, few would disagree that to participate fully in a world driven by technology, Digital Citizenship is essential for all. However precisely what Digital Citizenship entails is less clear. A study of educators’ understanding of Digital Citizenship in the US, [10] suggested that there is a need to clarify the aims of Digital Citizenship education and that such education needs to start at an early age. According to Searson, Hansen et al., Digital Citizenship is a broad term that incorporates aspects of online behaviour and “cyber wellness” in a changing world of technology [24]. A concept analysis, based on a survey of 500 university students, identified Internet political activism, technical skills, local/global awareness, critical perspective and networking agency as
the main concepts of Digital Citizenship [3]. In the context of school education, the emphasis for Digital Citizenship may currently be more limited. For example, the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) includes Digital Citizenship as one of seven standards that students need to thrive in a constantly evolving technological landscape and provides the following four indicators: “1) Students cultivate and manage their digital identity and reputation and are aware of the permanence of their actions in the digital world; 2) Students engage in positive, safe, legal and ethical behaviour when using technology, including social interactions online or when using networked devices; 3) Students demonstrate an understanding of and respect for the rights and obligations of using and sharing intellectual property and 4) Students manage their personal data to maintain digital privacy and security and are aware of data-collection technology used to track their navigation online” [12]. These indicators emphasise responsive, appropriate and safe online behaviours rather than the creative and innovative behaviours that are indicated by the social and cultural rationales for Computer Science in the curriculum discussed earlier. A key issue is to define the underlying knowledge base of Computer Science concepts and crucial skills needed to support Digital Citizenship. The skills required for the behaviours indicated in Digital Citizenship depend on, but may extend beyond, the digital literacy mentioned earlier. For instance, The National Curriculum for Computing in England defines being digitally literate as students being ‘able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and communication technology at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a digital world.’ [4, P.1]. What is needed to support the social and cultural rationales and to enable the behaviours associated with the Digital Citizenship, is the development of understanding of underlying principles and concepts of Computer Science alongside the development of practical skills and behaviours. Through such a curriculum, underpinned by Computer Science understanding, learners can not only behave appropriately as Digital Citizens in the current Internet-based world but also evaluate new technologies for their potential to support their own learning and creativity. Furthermore, they will be enabled to evaluate the wider importance for society of technological developments and to take their place in a changing world. The need to keep up with changing technologies, and the knowledge that is needed to be able to respond to a future that is not yet imagined, is a major issue for future-proofing the curriculum as we will discuss next.

6 Issue: Future proofing the curriculum

There are concepts and principles of Computer Science that have remained relatively stable over many years. For example, the von Neumann architecture first described in 1945 is still the basic architecture underlying most computer systems. It is the improved processing power derived from increasing complexity combined with reduced component size as predicted by Moore’s Law [18] of exponential improvement in cost and complexity that has led to massive development in the range and capability of computer systems. Thus, some knowledge in Computer Science curricula can remain relatively stable while examples of applications change to make the curriculum practically useful and relevant. However, there are aspects of Computer Science knowledge and principles that are developing rapidly and therefore Fluck et al [7] argued that a curriculum must find ways of accommodating new developments in Computer Science knowledge. Furthermore, in future, changes in the underlying fundamental knowledge base of Computer Science may be more rapid. For example, some scientists are now claiming that Moore’s Law no longer holds, and therefore change will be driven by different technological approaches and architectures [see for example 28]. One important area of development is Quantum Computing, in which the fundamental components, qubits, can exist in a probabilistic superposition of several states simultaneously, thus calling into question the relevance of a curriculum based on understanding principles of binary states and procedural algorithms [7]. Such developments suggest the need for a curriculum that has some relatively stable components but can also respond quickly to change.

The Digital Citizenship model discussed earlier is almost entirely based on dealing with the Internet and its applications including particularly social media. Obviously, the Internet, together with the World Wide Web and social media applications, has had a massive impact across most aspects of life, and is arguably the most significant technological development to which education has had to respond. But other technological developments may lead to equally significant or even more profound change. For example, major changes are occurring in the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which provides tremendous opportunity for growth and development, while also causing concern. Specific AI-supported products are already important in many aspects of life including everyday applications such as the digital assistants in smartphones; and have changed the world of work by creating opportunities for humans
to partner with machines in solving intractable problems such as accurately diagnosing diseases and reducing hospital acquired infections. Advances in specific AI systems are giving rise to automation, a concern of large numbers of the working public. In the near future, specific AI systems are predicted to be able to perform a majority of tasks currently undertaken by humans, more quickly and cost effectively [15]. This increase in automation poses a challenge for managing the potential changes to employment patterns that are likely to follow.

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), which aims to create machines with human levels of intelligence across a broad spectrum of capability, is more controversial. AGI and the risks that it poses by becoming capable of developing itself incrementally into a “super intelligence” have been brought to the fore in recent years through eminent figures such as Bill Gates and Stephen Hawking expressing their concerns. For example, in 2014, Stephen Hawking stated “The rise of powerful AI will be either the best or the worst thing ever to happen to humanity. We do not know which yet” [9]. Many scientists now believe that AGI is possible but disagreements remain regarding how and when it will be achieved [15]. The World Economic Forum, in its global risks assessment in 2017, acknowledged the threats posed by AGI and examined the implications for governance [36].

There is therefore a strong argument for school curricula to include consideration of AI and to identify and incorporate relevant knowledge into curriculum and such knowledge may involve radical departure from existing curricula. For example, quantum Computing, discussed earlier, is one of the approaches that holds promise for supporting rapid developments in AI [19]. In order to ensure that a curriculum has the flexibility to respond to new developments, Fluck et al. proposed that a substantial part of the final year of the curriculum should be reserved for emergent technologies and updated annually [8].

7 Issue: Delivering the curriculum for Computer Science

Thus far we have focused on arguing for inclusion of curriculum content for Computer Science based on curriculum rationale and purposes but there are considerations associated with the delivery of curriculum that can affect decisions regarding development and implementation [30]. These factors include availability of resources, elucidation of a research-informed pedagogy especially for early years learning [16], but most particularly the availability of suitably qualified and experienced teachers and the commitment to provide ongoing professional development to enable these teachers to respond to the need for frequent updating of the curriculum in response to technological change. Teacher professional development was identified as a major challenge for countries that have reintroduced Computer Science into their curricula [32].

8 Conclusion: From rationale to objectives for computing in the curriculum

We have argued that access to Computer Science in the curriculum is an entitlement for all students from an early age. Furthermore, curriculum design should be guided by economic, social and cultural rationales when incorporating Computer Science into the curriculum. Recent concerns about a lack of Computer Science in the curriculum were based predominantly on an economic rationale [13, 26, 27, 34]. The Royal Society’s [27] vision does mention empowering people in a changing world. It argues that science and mathematics are central to addressing many global challenges as well as being important for maximising young people’s chances of success personally and professionally thus: “In science and mathematics there is a fortunate coincidence between the intellectual and cultural needs of the individual and the economic needs of the nation” [27, P. 17]. In line with the vision of the Royal Society, we believe Computer Science has a role, not only underpinning other sciences and Digital Citizenship, but also a transformational role through discovery and innovation. Therefore, Computer Science should be incorporated in the curriculum from approximately age 7 and then throughout the rest of compulsory schooling. Furthermore, we have argued that although some Computer Science based innovations, such as AI, provide world-changing potential benefits, they can also present plausible threats to our future. Therefore, it is crucial to develop a curriculum that incorporates Computer Science as an academic discipline that not only identifies new ways to innovate but also provides both tools and techniques for other sciences and understanding to support Digital Citizenship. Computer Science is vital to empower young people with the knowledge and skills, so they can choose their places in society, and then make critical decisions about the future of the world, as we know it.

In order to support the development of curricula incorporating Computer Science, a number of challenges...
remain. As we have discussed, there is already evidence that young students, of 7–8 years old can start to develop understanding of important Computer Science concepts. Therefore, identifying trajectories in the development of these concepts and devising effective pedagogical approaches which make use of the tools available are important current research challenges. Furthermore, in addition to developing Computer Science concepts to support the subject per se, it is necessary to define the underlying knowledge base of Computer Science concepts and crucial skills needed to support Digital Citizenship. This quest is ongoing as the technology continues to develop and to impact on all aspects of our lives.
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